DISTRICT 15 DRIFT GILLNET FISHERY EXTENSION CORRECTION

The Lynn Canal restriction in the Section 15-C open area description, as described in the July 12, 2022, drift gillnet advisory announcement extension, was incorrect. The following is the correct closed area for the Lynn Canal restriction in Section 15-C. All other lines, times, and restrictions are correct and remain in effect.

Section 15-C: will be extended for 24 hours and will close at 12:00 noon, Thursday, July 14, 2022, with the following restrictions:

Lynn Canal: will be closed north of 58°36.96’ N lat (approximately 1.5 nautical mile (nmi) north of the latitude of Vanderbilt Reef Light) and west of a line from 58°36.96’ N lat 135°01.13’ W long to Vanderbilt Reef Light at 58°35.46’ N lat, 135°01.13’ W long to Little Island Light at 58°32.41’ N lat, 135°02.83’ W long:

Gillnet mesh restriction: maximum allowed mesh size is 6 inches;

Night closure: closed between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 4:00 a.m.